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The presidential nomination process of the ruling National Republican Association party
(Asociacion Nacional Republicana, ANR known as the Colorado party) has been blocked by
accusations of electoral fraud and rumors of a potential coup. The resulting conflict threatens the
first democratic elections scheduled in Paraguay for more than 60 years. The Colorado party held its
primary Dec. 27, and Luis Maria Argana representing the faction of the party closely tied to former
president and military dictator Alfredo Stroessner (1954-1989) proclaimed himself the winner.
Juan Carlos Wasmosy, the candidate supported by President Andres Rodriguez, has charged
Argana with manipulating the voter lists and called for annulment of the results. Resolution of the
dispute was then placed in the hands of the party's electoral tribunal. However, before the tribunal
could designate a winner, all five of its permanent members and three of their alternates were
removed due to charges of "partiality" launched by both factions. The remaining members of the
tribunal resigned in response to pressures, including death threats, from party factions. In addition,
soon after Argana proclaimed victory, rumors began circulating that Rodriguez was planning to
launch an "auto-golpe" in the style of Peruvian President Alberto Fujimori in order to thwart the
possible ascension of a "Stroessnerista" candidate. In statements to reporters, Gen. Lino Oviedo,
a top army commander, said the armed forces "would not permit a return to the [Stroessnerista]
past," in reference to Argana's efforts to secure the nomination. The rumors intensified after
police occupied the ANR headquarters. The US Embassy quickly issued a communique warning
of a "strong reaction" by the US should there be any "interruption" of the democratic process.
Rodriguez dismissed the rumors and said that he and the armed forces would respect the results
of the presidential elections and turn over power to the victor Aug. 15, no matter who wins. He
indicated that ANR party president Blas N. Riquelme had requested the police occupation of
party headquarters in order to "protect" the vote tallies. In an attempt to resolve the dispute, the
Wasmosy faction called for an "extraordinary" party convention which would restructure the party's
electoral tribunal. The ANR leadership scheduled a second convention for Feb. 14, and placed the
results from each polling booth under the care of party officials and two representatives of each
of the competing factions. On Jan. 14, Culture Minister Nicanor Duarte seconded a suggestion by
Justice and Labor Minister Oscar Paciello that the elections, scheduled for May 9, be postponed
until the Colorado party can resolve the conflict and present a single candidate. "[Presidential]
elections without the Colorado party are unthinkable," Duarte declared. However, the opposition
and representatives of the Argana faction have protested the suggestion, which they say would
represent the imposition of an interim "de facto" government. According to the electoral timetable
outlined in the new constitution, presidential elections are scheduled for May 9 and the deadline
for the presentation of each party's list of candidates is March 9. On Jan. 20, opposition Radical
Authentic Liberal Party (Partido Liberal Radical Autentico, PLRA) leader and presidential candidate
Domingo Laino called for a meeting between civilian and military leaders to form a "pact" to
ensure a successful democratic transition. He characterized a postponement of the elections as
"unacceptable," adding that in such a case the PLRA would withdraw from congress and boycott the
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elections. (Sources: Spanish news service EFE, 01/12/93; Agence France-Presse, 01/13/93, 01/14/93,
01/20/93)
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